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BYLAAG A:

INGELIGTE TOESTEMMINGSVORM VIR
DIE NAVORSINGSPROJEK
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NAVORSINGSPROJEK: STIMULASIE EN MOTORIESE MYLPAALONTWIKKELING VAN BABA’S 3
– 9 MAANDE

Hierdie projek is goedgekeur deur die Etiese komitee van die Noordwes Universiteit. Toestemming is
ook by die onderskeie kleuterskoolhoofde verkry om voort te gaan met die projek.
U kind is deur die fasiliteerder geïdentifiseer as ’n moontlike kandidaat om aan die volgende
navorsingsprojek deel te neem.
Die doel van die navorsingsprojek is:
•

Om inligting te versamel oor die tempo waarteen 3 – 6 maande oue baba’s hul mylpale bereik.

•

Om die geïdentifiseerde baba’s se vordering met betrekking tot mylpaalontwikkeling te evalueer.

•

Om die baba’s te herevalueer na 12 weke om vas te stel of die stimulasieprogram wat hulle
gevolg het, die baba’s se motoriese vaardighede en veral mylpaalontwikkeling verbeter het.

Deur u baba aan die bogenoemde navorsingsprojek te laat deelneem kan dit vir ouers, onderwysers en
kundiges inligting verleen oor watter tipe stimulasieprogramme die beste is om kinders se
mylpaalontwikkelingsagterstande te verminder en verdere ontwikkeling te optimaliseer.

Ons vra dus

dat, omdat u baba geïdentifiseer is u dit sterk sal oorweeg om hom/haar te laat deelneem aan die
program. Ons vra ook dat indien u baba deelneem u hom/haar nie sal onttrek voor die beëindiging van
die studie nie.

Na afhandeling van die evaluasies, sal u as ouer die vorderingsverslag van u baba ontvang.
U is welkom om my te skakel met enige navrae.
Marili Scharrighuisen

Prof. A. E. Pienaar

(Kinderkinetikus)

Noordwes Universiteit

(MA Kinderkinetika student-in-opleiding)

Studieleier

082 456 6642
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Stuur asseblief hierdie vorm binne die volgende twee dae terug skool toe, of dit ingevul is al dan
nie.
____________________________________________________________________

Ek as ouer verstaan hiermee dat ek onder geen verpligting is om my baba aan die navorsingsprojek te
laat deelneem nie. Ek verstaan dat daar geen skade aan my baba berokken gaan word, hetsy fisies of
geestelik nie. Ek verstaan dat daar geen koste verbonde is aan die aanbieding van die evaluerings nie.

Hiermee gee ek ___________________________________________________________

ouer/voog van ____________________________________________________________

(Geboortedatum ______________________________) toestemming dat hy/sy mag deelneem aan die
navorsingsprogram.

__________________________

_______________________

Handtekening

Datum

________________________
Telefoonnommer
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RESEARCH PROJECT: STIMULATION AND MOTOR MILESTONE DEVELOPMENT OF BABIES 3 –
9 MONTHS
This project is approved by the Ethics committee of the North-west University. The headmaster of your
pre-school also agreed that we could continue with the project.
Your baby was identified by the facilitator as a possible candidate to participate in the following
research project.
The aim of this research project:
•

To gain information regarding the rate of motor milestone development of the 3 – 6 month old
baby.

•

To evaluate the identified babies’ milestone development.

•

To re-evaluate the babies after 12 weeks to determine if the stimulation programs that they
followed improved their motor skills and especially improved their milestone development.

By allowing your baby take part in this research project, know that he/she can only gain from it.
Secondly, information about which stimulation program is the most relevant to eliminate developmental
delays and optimize further development, can be given to parents, teachers and specialists. Because
your baby is identified, we would like to ask you to consider it strongly to let your baby participate in the
study. Furthermore we would want to ask that if you decide that your baby can participate, that you
would not withdraw him/her before the termination of the study.
After completion of the evaluations, you will receive an evaluation report of your baby’s progress.
Feel free to contact me with any enquires.
Marili Scharrighuisen

Prof. A. E. Pienaar

(Kinderkineticist)

North-west University

(MA Kinderkineticist student in training)

Study leader

082 456 6642
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Please send this form back to school within the next two days.
____________________________________________________________________

I as the parent understand that I am under no obligation to let my baby participate in this research
project. I understand that my baby wouldn’t be harmed in any way, physically or spiritually. I understand
that there would be no costs involved in the evaluation that are conducted.

Hereby I __________________________________________________________________

parent/caregiver of _______________________________________________________

(Date of birth ______________________________) give permission that he/she may participate in the
research project.

_______________________

_______________________

Signature

Date

_______________________
Telephone number
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BYLAAG B:

VRAELYS VIR STIMULASIEPROGRAMFASILITEERDERS
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1 Junie 2009
NAVORSINGSPROJEK: STIMULASIE EN MOTORIESE MYLPAALONTWIKKELING VAN

3 – 9

MAANDE OUE BABAS
Ek is tans ’n ingeskrewe student by die Noordwes Universiteit. Baie dankie vir u bereidwilligheid om deel te wees
van die navorsing wat ek wil uitvoer. Ek wil met die studie probeer vasstel of babas wat stimulasie ontvang, vroeër
hulle mylpale sal bereik as die wat min/geen stimulasie ontvang het nie. Daar is reeds by die Noordwes-Universiteit
etiese goedkeuring vir die studie verkry.
Een van die sigbaarste tekens van motoriese ontwikkeling by babas is die bereiking van motoriese mylpale. Ouers
is gevolglik ook geneig om hul babas se ontwikkeling aan die bereiking van hierdie mylpale te meet om hulself
sodoende gerus te kan stel dat die baba se onwikkeling op peil is.
Die ontwikkeling van motoriese mylpale het belangrike implikasies vir ander aspekte van ontwikkeling, aangesien
elke nuwe mylpaal wat bereik word, 'n nuwe vlak van onafhanklikheid meebring. Die belangrikheid van vroeë
stimulasieprogramme geniet gevolglik wye belangstelling weens die moontlike verband wat dit met babas se
breinontwikkeling het, asook die potensiaal daarvan om die leefwyse van babas met geïdentifiseerde
ontwikkelingsversteurings, asook risiko vir ontwikkelingsagterstande, te kan verander.
Ek wil gevolglik u hulp vra met betrekking tot die inhoud van die stimulasieprogram wat deur u instansie aangebied
word. Die effek daarvan sal geëvalueer word aan die hand van mylpaalbereiking, derhalwe is dit vir my nodig om in
breë trekke te weet wat in die program gestimuleer word. Ek vra gevolglik dat u die onderstaande vraelys so
volledig moontlik sal voltooi en so gou moontlik aan my terug sal besorg. Die inligting wat hierop aangedui word
sal vertroulik hanteer word en aan niemand anders as die navorser self beskikbaar gestel word nie.
Ek onderneem om die resultate van die navorsing aan u bekend te maak sodra die studie voltooi is. Nogmaals
dank vir u vriendelike samewerking in die verband. U is egter welkom om my of my studieleier te skakel met enige
verdere navrae.
Aangeheg is die vraelys wat u asseblief so noukeurig moontlik moet voltooi.

Vriendelike groete
Marili Scharrighuisen

Prof. Anita Pienaar

Kinderkinetikus

Programleier: Kinderkinetika

MA-student

Skool vir BRS

Tel: 082 456 6642

Tel: 018 299 1796
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Kleuterskool / Instansie:

AKTIWITEIT:

OUDERDOM:

FREKWENSIE:

OPMERKINGS:

(bv. Sensoriese
stimulasie)

(ouderdom van
babas tydens
aktiwiteit, bv. 4 – 6
maande)

(aantal kere per
week, bv. 2x)

(Beskrywing van aktiwiteit,
bv. Speel in ‘n bak rys)

GROOT MOTORIESE VAARDIGHEDE
Reflekse
Versterking van kop
en nek
Mobilisering van
ledemate
Stabilisering van
liggaam
Rol
Sit en reik
Sit en speel
Optrek tot sit
Hulp/self
Kruip
Staan
Loop
Ander

FYNMOTORIESE VAARDIGHEDE
Greep
Loslaat van
voorwerpe
Ratel vashou en
manipuleer
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“Pincher grip”

`

Blokkies manipuleer
met albei hande
Ander

VISUEEL- EN PERSEPTUEEL-MOTORIESE VAARDIGHEDE
Navolging van „n
voorwerp
Beweeg deur
middellyn
Wissel voorwerpe
van hande
Voorwerpe teen
mekaar slaan
Handjies klap /
Sosiale navolging
Pennetjies op „n
pennetjiebord
manipuleer
Selfstandigheid
Ander
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BYLAAG C:

OPSOMMING VAN
STIMULASIEPROGRAMME
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OPSOMMING VAN DIE STIMULASIE-PROGRAMME

MOTORIESE
KOMPONENT

Keer per
week

Aktiwiteit

INDIVIDUELE STIMULASIE
(GROEP 3)
Ouderdom
in maande

Aktiwiteit

Keer per
week

GROEPSTIMULASIE
(GROEP 2)
Ouderdom
in maande

GROEP

GROOT MOTORIESE VAARDIGHEDE

Reflekse

4-6

2

Versterking van
kop en nek

4-6

3

Mobilisering van
ledemate

4-6

2

Stabilisering van
liggaam
Rol

4-6

3

4-6

2

Sit-en-reik

4-6

2

Sit-en-speel

4-6

5

Optrek tot sit

9

3

3-6

5

3-4
(sit)
4-9
(lê)
3-9

5

Suigrefleks – masseer bo-lippie en
naeltjie gelyktydig.
Gebruik ratels of kleurvolle voorwerpe
en beweeg van links na regs van
koppie. Baba volg voorwerp.

3

“Fietsie ry” hou enkels en kuite stewig
vas.

3-9

2

3-6

5

Plaas babas op mat met
voorwerpe entjie voor
hulle, sodat kind uitreik om
dit te neem.

4-8

3-6

Sit baba op mat met
speelgoed rondom. Plaas
“mobile” voor kleiner
babas wat nog nie sit. Sit
baba in houer met balle.
Met hulp van assistent
word baba van lê posisie
opgetrek om te staan.

4-8

3-5

3-4

5

Hou borsie op grond – roteer heupies
van links na regs – gekontroleerd.
Baba lê op sy – gebruik voorwerp om
boog te vorm – oë volg voorwerp –
lyfie gaan waar ogies gaan.
Ondersteun baba in sittende posisie
(as nog nie self kan sit) en hou
verkieslik speelding met wiele voor
baba – laat baba vorentoe en agtertoe
reik. Hou voorwerp naderhand verder
sodat baba self eers uitreik.
Ondersteun baba in sittende posisie
(as nog nie self kan sit)
Gebruik verskillende tipe speelgoed
om mee te sit en speel – “fluffy toys”,
rattels en “squeaky toys”.
Mamma hou handjies stewig vas –
trek baba stelselmatig op tot sittende
posisie. Geen / min inspanning van
baba af.
Mamma trek baba met minder
inspanning op tot sittende posisie –
baba met meer inspanning.
Lê baba op maag neer, gebruik doek /
handdoek sit onder maag in – trek aan
weerskante tot baba op “hande
viervoet” staan – om posisie te ervaar.
Wil graag hê baba moet soveel
moontlik “kruip” voor staan
gestimuleer word.

Rol van balle, slaan van
ballonne.
Baba lê op maag en
reageer op naam. Met
hulp op scooter bord ry.
Maak klokkies aan
armpies en voetjies vas.
Plaas baba voor spieël en
maak bewus van
ledemate.
Plaas baba op bal, rol
vorentoe en agter toe.
Baba word met hulp geleer
om te rol.

4-9

Kruip

9

3

Op maag gelê en gehelp
om te kruip, met hulp van
assitent.

6-9

Staan

10

3

Assisteer om te staan met
hulp van assistent.

7–9
nie
vir <
1jaar

Loop

12

3

Ondersteun met loop met
hulp van assistent deur die
handjies te vat en te loop.

10-15

3-4

5

Gebruik “stootwaentjie” tipe speelgoed
– houttrollie met boublokkies – laat
baba agter die “trollie” staan vashou
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Ander

3-6

5

Balans

6-9

2

MOTORIESE
KOMPONENT

FYNMOTORIESE VAARDIGHEDE

Greep

4-6

3

Hou ratels vas.

Loslaat

4-6

3

Ratel vashou en
manipuleer

4-6

3

Gee voorwerp vir assistent
(“ta vir my”).
Hou ratel vas en skud om
geluid te maak.

Pincher grip

0-4

5

Blokkies
manipuleer met
albei hande

4-9

3

MOTORIESE
KOMPONENT

Baba hou jou vinger vas,
maar kan nog nie self los
nie, jy moet dus jou vinger
self weg vat.
Plaas blokkies bo op
mekaar.

3-6

3

Vat verskillende tekstuur voorwerpe en
plaas in binnekant van handpalm.
Greep refleks nog baie sterk.

4-6

3

8-9

3

Soos ratel geraas maak sal ogies ook
volg en fynmotoriese spiere in handjies
word sterker.
Gebruik groot vetkryte hou in palm vas
om “Pincher grip” te versterk.

VISUEEL-EN PERSEPTUEEL MOTORIESE VAARDIGHEDE

Navolging van „n
voorwerp

4-9

5

Beweeg deur
middellyn

4-9

5

Wissel voorwerpe
van hande

4-9

5

Voorwerpe teen
mekaar slaan

4-9

5

Handjies klap /
sosiale navolging

6-9

5

6-9

3

Pennetjies op
bord manipuleer
Selfstandigheid

aan handvatsels en die waentjie
stadig stoot – agterna loop.
Op groot stabiliteitsbal heen en weer
bewegings op maag – mamma
ondersteun baie.
Op groot stabiliteitsbal mamma
ondersteun minder – rol van links na
regs en boontoe en ondertoe.

Baba sit of lê, terwyl
voorwerp beweeg word
voor baba se gesig en
baba volg dit.
Hande & voete word in
teenoorgestelde kante na
mekaar gebring.
Plaas voorwerp in een
hand terwyl baba dit in
ander plaas.
Plaas voorwerp of musiekinstrumente in handjies,
wys baba hoe om te slaan.
Speel musiek en wys
babas hoe om handjies te
klap met dansbewegings.

3-9

2-6

Sittende of leênde posisie. Kleurvolle
voorwerp word in boog voor ogies
verby beweeg.

3-9

5

3-9

2-3

6-9

3-6

Vat hand na knie toe. Oorkruis
linkerhand na regter knie en vice
versa.
Balletjies, bottels / ratels manipuleer
om te vat en los van linker na regter
hand en vice versa.
Plastiek balletjies teen mekaar slaan
(handjie klap-aksie).

4-9

5

Sing liedjies met die aksie – “Handjies
klap – koekies bak”.

In en uithaal van vorm in
houers, ryg groot krale.
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RIGLYNE AAN OUTERS:
Child Development
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Print ISSN: 0009-3920
Online ISSN: 1467-8624
Frequency: Bi-monthly
Current Volume: 81 / 2010
ISI Journal Citation Reports® Ranking: 2009: Psychology, Developmental: 7 / 59;
Psychology, Educational: 1 / 44
Impact Factor: 3.631
TopAuthor Guidelines
Child Development publishes empirical, theoretical, review, applied, and policy articles reporting
research on child development. Published by the interdisciplinary Society for Research in Child
Development (SRCD), the journal welcomes relevant submissions from all disciplines. Further
information is available at http://www.srcd.org/cd.html.

Types of Articles
Child Development considers manuscripts in formats described below. Inquiries concerning alternative
formats should be addressed to the Editor prior to submission. All submissions are expected to be no
more than 40 manuscript pages, including tables, references, and figures (but excluding appendices).
Authors should provide a justification if the submission is substantially longer. Unless the Editor finds that
justification compelling, the submission will be returned to the author for shortening prior to editorial
review.
Empirical articles comprise the major portion of the journal. To be accepted, empirical articles must be
judged as being high in scientific quality, contributing to the empirical base of child development, and
having important theoretical, practical, or interdisciplinary implications. Reports of multiple studies,
methods, or settings are encouraged, but single-study reports are also considered. Empirical articles will
thus vary considerably in length (approximately 8 to 40 manuscript pages); text and graphics should be
as concise as material permits. All modes of empirical research are welcome.
Empirical reports are reserved for short cutting-edge empirical papers that are no longer than 4000
words in length (including text, tables, footnotes, appendices), which advance research and knowledge
in an area through noteworthy findings and/or new methods. For manuscripts that require longer
descriptions of methods and results, authors should use the Empirical article format.
Reviews focus on past empirical and/or on conceptual and theoretical work. They are expected to
synthesize or evaluate a topic or issue relevant to child development, should appeal to a broad
audience, and may be followed by a small number of solicited commentaries.
Essays describe original concepts, methods, trends, applications, and theories; these may also be
accompanied by solicited commentaries.
Child Development is an article that provide readers with tutorials about some new concept or academic
specialty pertinent to research in child development. These papers should review the major definitions,
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methods, and findings of the concept or specialty and discuss past or potential links to child
development.
From another perspective is a format in which papers on a focal topic, written by different authors, are
published simultaneously. Papers represent diverse perspectives (e.g., authors whose work represents
different populations; different disciplines; different theories, methods, or analytic tools). In some cases,
calls for submissions on particular topics will be disseminated through SRCD (via e-mail or SRCD
publications), and submissions will undergo normal editorial review. In some cases, a submitted
manuscript (e.g., an empirical article) may be selected as a lead article for this format, with invited
commentaries providing additional perspectives. The editors also welcome suggestions from readers for
topics for this format.

Manuscript Submission
Please follow submission requirements carefully, as deviations may slow processing. Child Development
will not consider for publication any manuscript under review elsewhere or substantially similar to a
manuscript already published. At submission, please inform the Editor if the paper has been or is posted
on a website. For more information on the SRCD policy on web publications, please visit
http://www.srcd.org/webposting.html. Editors retain the right to reject manuscripts that do not meet
established ethical standards.
Manuscripts should be submitted electronically to the Child Development Online Submission Site at
www.srcd.org/CDsubmit/ as a Word or WordPerfect file. Please also submit a cover letter that contains
the name(s) of the author(s) and affiliation(s), and the street address, telephone, fax, and electronic mail
address of the corresponding author. A corresponding author's submission to Child Development implies
that all co-authors have agreed to the content and form of the manuscript and that the ethical standards
of SRCD have been followed (see the Child Development website or pp. 283-284 of the 2000 SRCD
Directory). Any financial interest or conflict of interest must be explained to the Editor in the cover letter.
The corresponding author is responsible for informing all co-authors, in a timely manner, of manuscript
submission, editorial decisions, reviews, and revisions.
The manuscript file should be formatted with double spaced, 12-point type, and should include a single
paragraph abstract of 100-120 words. Please follow all guidelines on format, style, and ethics provided in
the Publication Manual (6th ed.) of the American Psychological Association. Figures included with initial
submissions will not be returned. Therefore, please submit only electronic files or copies of figures. If
color artwork is submitted, and the authors believe color art is necessary to the presentation of their
work, the submissions letter should indicate that one or more authors or their institutions are prepared to
pay the substantial costs associated with color art reproduction. Authors should keep a copy of all
correspondence, files, and figures to guard against loss.

Manuscript Review
If you have any questions about your submission, please inquire at cdev@srcd.org or call (734) 9260615. Each manuscript is handled by the Editor or an Associate Editor who consults with one or more
Consulting Editors and/or ad hoc reviewers who have relevant expertise. To ensure blind review, cover
sheets are removed before review; authors should avoid including any other information about identity or
affiliation in submissions. Copies of the submission and associated correspondence are retained in the
SRCD archives. For accepted manuscripts, authors are required to prepare a 300-500 layperson's
summary for public dissemination purposes. Details are provided to authors as part of final processing.
There is no charge for publication in Child Development unless tabular or graphic materials exceed 10%
of the total number of pages. Charges are also levied for changes in proofs other than correction of
printer's errors. Any inquiries relating to charges or business matters (including reprint orders) should be
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addressed to Wiley-Blackwell, Child Development, Production Coordinator, 350 Main Street, Malden, MA
02148, (781) 388-8200.
Inquiries and suggestions regarding editorial policy may be addressed to: Dr. Jeffrey J. Lockman,
Incoming Editor, Child Development, Department of Psychology, Tulane University, 2007 Percival Stern
Hall, New Orleans, LA 70118-5698, lockman@tulane.edu. Please do not send electronic or paper
manuscripts to the above address. Doing so will delay the processing of your manuscript.

Note to NIH Grantees

Pursuant to NIH mandate, Society through Wiley-Blackwell will post the accepted version of
Contributions authored by NIH grantholders to PubMed Central upon acceptance. This accepted version
will be made publicly available 12 months after publication. For further information, see
www.wiley.com/go/nihmandate. An Exclusive Licence Form must be sent to the Editorial Office
immediately upon acceptance.
OnlineOpen is a pay-to-publish service from Wiley-Blackwell that offers authors whose papers are
accepted for publication the opportunity to pay up-front for their manuscript to become open access (i.e.
free for all to view and download) via the Wiley Online Library website. Each OnlineOpen article will be
subject to a one-off fee of $3000 to be met by or on behalf of the Author in advance of publication. Upon
online publication, the article (both full-text and PDF versions) will be available to all for viewing and
download free of charge. The print version of the article will also be branded as OnlineOpen and will
draw attention to the fact that the paper can be downloaded for free via the Wiley InterScience service.
Any authors wishing to send their paper OnlineOpen will be required to complete the payment form
available from our website at https://wileyonlinelibrary.com/onlineopen.
Online production tracking is now available for your article through Wiley-Blackwell's Author
Services.
Author Services enables authors to track their article - once it has been accepted - through the
production process to publication online and in print. Authors can check the status of their articles online
and choose to receive automated e-mails at key stages of production. The author will receive an e-mail
with a unique link that enables them to register and have their article automatically added to the system.
Please ensure that a complete e-mail address is provided when submitting the manuscript. Visit
http://authorservices.wiley.com/bauthor/ for more details on online production tracking and for a wealth of
resources including FAQs and tips on article preparation, submission and more.
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Imprint: ELSEVIER
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Infant Behavior and Development is an archival journal that publishes reports of research, both
human and animal, that contribute significantly to our understanding of behavior through the
second year of life.

Types of paper
Original research articles and brief reports are accepted. Theoretical articles, attempts to replicate, and
commentaries are occasionally considered, but preference is given to original research articles.
A Brief Report is simply a short paper; pilot studies and articles of lesser quality are not acceptable. It
should be prepared in the same format as a full-size manuscript except that it has only a 45-word
abstract, no special headings (Method, Participants, Apparatus, Procedure, Results, Discussion), and
must not exceed 8 typed pages including references, tables, and figures but excluding abstract and title
pages. Authors must state that a fuller report will be provided upon request in "Acknowledgments."

Page charges
This journal has no page charges.

Ethics in Publishing
For information on Ethics in Publishing and Ethical guidelines for journal publication see
www.elsevier.com/publishingethics and www.elsevier.com/ethicalguidelines.

Policy and ethics
Submissions must be accompanied by a statement that the research was conducted in accordance with
APA ethical standards in the treatment of the study sample, both animal and human.

Conflict of interest
All authors are requested to disclose any actual or potential conflict of interest including any financial,
personal or other relationships with other people or organizations within three years of beginning the
submitted work that could inappropriately influence, or be perceived to influence,
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Submission declaration
Submission of an article implies that the work described has not been published previously (except in the
form of an abstract elsewhere, that its publication is approved by all authors and tacitly or explicitly by
the responsible authorities where the work was carried out, and that, if accepted, it will not be published
elsewhere including electronically in the same form, in English or in any other or as part of a published
lecture or academic thesis), that it is not under consideration for publication
language, without the written consent of the copyright-holder.

Copyright
Upon acceptance of an article, authors will be asked to complete a 'Journal Publishing Agreement' (for
more information on this and copyright see www.elsevier.com/copyright. Acceptance of the agreement
will ensure the widest possible dissemination of information. An e-mail will be sent to the corresponding
author confirming receipt of the manuscript together with a 'Journal Publishing Agreement' form or a link
to the online version of this agreement. Subscribers may reproduce tables of contents or prepare lists of
articles including abstracts for internal circulation within their institutions. Permission of the Publisher is
required for resale or distribution outside the institution and for all other derivative works, including
compilations and translations (please consult www.elsevier.com/permissions). If excerpts from other
copyrighted works are included, the author(s) must obtain written permission from the copyright owners
and credit the source(s) in the article. Elsevier has pre-printed forms for use by authors in these cases:
please
consult
www.elsevier.com/permissions.

Retained author rights
As an author you (or your employer or institution) retains certain rights; for details you are referred to:
www.elsevier.com/authorsrights.

Role of the funding source
You are requested to identify who provided financial support for the conduct of the research and/or
preparation of the article and to briefly describe the role of the sponsor(s), if any, in study design; in the
collection, analysis and interpretation of data; in the writing of the report; and in the decision to submit
the paper for publication. If the funding source(s) had no such involvement then this should
be stated. Please see www.elsevier.com/funding.

Funding body agreements and policies
Elsevier has established agreements and developed policies to allow authors whose articles appear in
journals published by Elsevier, to comply with potential manuscript archiving requirements as specified
as conditions of their grant awards. To learn more about existing agreements and policies please visit
www.elsevier.com/fundingbodies.

Language and language services
Please write your text in good English (American or British usage is accepted, but not a mixture of
these). Authors who require information about language editing and copyediting services pre- and postsubmission please visit www.elsevier.com/languageediting or our customer support site at
epsupport.elsevier.com for more information.

Submission
Submission to this journal proceeds totally online and you will be guided stepwise through the creation
and uploading of your files. The system automatically converts source files to a single PDF file of the
article, which is used in the peer-review process. Please note that even though manuscript source files
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are converted to PDF files at submission for the review process, these source files are needed for further
processing after acceptance. All correspondence, including notification of the Editor's decision and
requests for revision, takes place by e-mail removing the
need for a paper trail.

Referees
Authors are invited to submit the names, addresses, and particular areas of expertise of individuals who
would be appropriate reviewers. The relation of the individual to the author should be specified (former
colleague,
student,
co-author,
professional
acquaintance,
etc.).

Use of word processing software
It is important that the file be saved in the native format of the word processor used. The text should be
in single-column format. Keep the layout of the text as simple as possible. Most formatting codes will be
removed and replaced on processing the article. In particular, do not use the word processor’s options to
justify text or to hyphenate words. However, do use bold face, italics, subscripts, superscripts etc. Do not
embed "graphically designed" equations or tables, but prepare these using the word processor’s facility.
When preparing tables, if you are using a table grid, use only one grid for each individual table and not a
grid for each row. If no grid is used, use tabs, not spaces, to align columns. The electronic text should be
prepared in a way very similar to that of conventional manuscripts (see also the Guide to Publishing with
Elsevier: www.elsevier.com/guidepublication). Do not import the figures into the text file but, instead,
indicate their approximate locations directly in the electronic text and on the manuscript. See also the
section on Electronic illustrations. To avoid unnecessary errors you are strongly advised to use
the "spell-check" and "grammar-check" functions of your word processor.

Article Structure
Submissions must conform in all respects to the format specified in the Publication Manual of the
American Psychological Association (5th Edition, 1994), or they will be returned without review. This
requirement applies to the format for tables and figures. Copies of the Manual may be ordered from
www.apa.org/books/4200061.html or APA Order Dept., P.O.B. 2710, Hyattsville, MD 20784, USA or
APA, 3 Henrietta Street, London, WC3E 8LU, UK.

Subdivision - numbered sections
Divide your article into clearly defined and numbered sections. Subsections should be numbered 1.1
(then 1.1.1, 1.1.2 ...), 1.2, etc. (the abstract is not included in section numbering). Use this numbering
also for internal cross-referencing: do not just refer to "the text". Any subsection may be given a brief
heading. Each heading should appear on its own separate line.

Introduction
State the objectives of the work and provide an adequate background, avoiding a detailed literature
survey or a summary of the results.

Material and methods
Provide sufficient detail to allow the work to be reproduced. Methods already published should be
indicated by a reference: only relevant modifications should be described.
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Theory/calculation
A Theory section should extend, not repeat, the background to the article already dealt with in the
Introduction and lay the foundation for further work. In contrast, a Calculation section represents a
practical development from a theoretical basis.

Results
Results should be clear and concise.

Discussion
This should explore the significance of the results of the work, not repeat them. A combined Results and
Discussion section is often appropriate. Avoid extensive citations and discussion of
published literature.

Conclusions
The main conclusions of the study may be presented in a short Conclusions section, which may stand
alone or form a subsection of a Discussion or Results and Discussion section.

Appendices
If there is more than one appendix, they should be identified as A, B, etc. Formulae and equations in
appendices should be given separate numbering: Eq. (A.1), Eq. (A.2), etc.; in a subsequent
appendix, Eq. (B.1) and so on.

Abstract
A concise and factual abstract is required. The abstract should state briefly the purpose of the research,
the principal results and major conclusions. An abstract is often presented separately from the article, so
it must be able to stand alone. For this reason, References should be avoided, but if essential, then cite
the author(s) and year(s). Also, non-standard or uncommon abbreviations should be avoided, but if
essential
they
must
be
defined
at
their
first
mention
in
the
abstract
itself.

Graphical abstract
A Graphical abstract is optional and should summarize the contents of the paper in a concise, pictorial
form designed to capture the attention of a wide readership online. Authors must provide images that
clearly represent the work described in the paper. Graphical abstracts should be submitted as a separate
file in the online submission system. Maximum image size: 400 × 600 pixels (h × w, recommended size
200 × 500 pixels). Preferred file types: TIFF, EPS, PDF or MS
Office files. See www.elsevier.com/graphicalabstracts for examples.

Research highlights
Research highlights are mandatory for this journal. They consist of a short collection of bullet points that
convey the core findings of the article and should be submitted in a separate file in the online submission
system. Please use 'Research highlights' in the file name and include 3 to 5 bullet points (maximum 85
characters per bullet point including spaces). See
www.elsevier.com/researchhighlights for examples.
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Keywords
Immediately after the abstract, provide a maximum of 6 keywords, using American spelling and avoiding
general and plural terms and multiple concepts (avoid, for example, "and", "of"). Be sparing with
abbreviations: only abbreviations firmly established in the field may be eligible. These
keywords will be used for indexing purposes.

Abbreviations
Define abbreviations that are not standard in this field in a footnote to be placed on the first page of the
article. Such abbreviations that are unavoidable in the abstract must be defined at their first mention
there, as well as in the footnote. Ensure consistency of abbreviations throughout the article.

Acknowledgements
Collate acknowledgements in a separate section at the end of the article before the references and do
not, therefore, include them on the title page, as a footnote to the title or otherwise. List here those
individuals who provided help during the research (e.g., providing language help, writing
assistance or proof reading the article, etc.).

Math formulae
Present simple formulae in the line of normal text where possible and use the solidus (/) instead of a
horizontal line for small fractional terms, e.g., X/Y. In principle, variables are to be presented in italics.
Powers of e are often more conveniently denoted by exp. Number consecutively any equations that have
to be displayed separately from the text (if referred to explicitly in the text).

Footnotes
Footnotes should be used sparingly. Number them consecutively throughout the article, using
superscript Arabic numbers. Many word processors build footnotes into the text, and this feature may be
used. Should this not be the case, indicate the position of footnotes in the text and present the footnotes
themselves separately at the end of the article. Do not include footnotes in the Reference list.
Table footnotes
Indicate each footnote in a table with a superscript lowercase letter.

Artwork
Electronic artwork
General points
• Make sure you use uniform lettering and sizing of your original artwork.
• Save text in illustrations as "graphics" or enclose the font.
• Only use the following fonts in your illustrations: Arial, Courier, Times, Symbol.
• Number the illustrations according to their sequence in the text.
• Use a logical naming convention for your artwork files.
• Provide captions to illustrations separately.
• Produce images near to the desired size of the printed version.
• Submit each figure as a separate file.
A detailed guide on electronic artwork is available on our website:
www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions
You are urged to visit this site; some excerpts from the detailed information are given here.
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Formats
Regardless of the application used, when your electronic artwork is finalised, please "save as" or convert
the images to one of the following formats (note the resolution requirements for line drawings, halftones,
and line/halftone combinations given below):
EPS: Vector drawings. Embed the font or save the text as "graphics".
TIFF: colour or gray scale photographs (halftones): always use a minimum of 300 dpi.
TIFF: Bitmapped line drawings: use a minimum of 1000 dpi.
TIFF: Combinations bitmapped line/half-tone (colour or gray scale): a minimum of 500 dpi is required.
DOC, XLS or PPT: If your electronic artwork is created in any of these Microsoft Office applications
please supply "as is".

Please do not:
• Supply embedded graphics in your word processor (spreadsheet, presentation) document;
• Supply files that are optimised for screen use (like GIF, BMP, PICT, WPG); the resolution is too low;
• Supply files that are too low in resolution;
• Submit graphics that are disproportionately large for the content.

Colour artwork
Please make sure that artwork files are in an acceptable format (TIFF, EPS or MS Office files) and with
the correct resolution. If, together with your accepted article, you submit usable colour figures then
Elsevier will ensure, at no additional charge that these figures will appear in colour on the Web (e.g.,
Science Direct and other sites) regardless of whether or not these illustrations are reproduced in colour
in the printed version. For colour reproduction in print, you will receive information regarding the
costs from Elsevier after receipt of your accepted article. Please indicate your preference for colour
in print or on the Web only. For further information on the preparation of electronic artwork, please see
www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions. Please note: Because of technical complications which can arise
by converting colour figures to "gray scale" (for the printed version should you not opt for colour in print)
please submit in addition usable black and
white versions of all the colour illustrations.

Figure captions
Ensure that each illustration has a caption. Supply captions separately, not attached to the figure. A
caption should comprise a brief title (not on the figure itself) and a description of the illustration. Keep
text in the illustrations themselves to a minimum but explain all symbols and abbreviations used.

Tables
Number tables consecutively in accordance with their appearance in the text. Place footnotes to tables
below the table body and indicate them with superscript lowercase letters. Avoid vertical rules. Be
sparing in the use of tables and ensure that the data presented in tables do not duplicate results
described elsewhere in the article.

References
Citation in text
Please ensure that every reference cited in the text is also present in the reference list (and vice versa).
Any references cited in the abstract must be given in full. Unpublished results and personal
communications are not recommended in the reference list, but may be mentioned in the text. If these
references are included in the reference list they should follow the standard reference style of the journal
and should include a substitution of the publication date with either "Unpublished results" or "Personal
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communication" Citation of a reference as "in press" implies that the item has been accepted for
publication.

Web references
As a minimum, the full URL should be given and the date when the reference was last accessed. Any
further information, if known (DOI, author names, dates, reference to a source publication, etc.), should
also be given. Web references can be listed separately (e.g., after the reference list) under a different
heading
if
desired,
or
can
be
included
in
the
reference
list.

References in a special issue
Please ensure that the words 'this issue' are added to any references in the list (and any citations in the
text) to other articles in the same Special Issue.

Reference management software
This journal has standard templates available in key reference management packages Endnote
(www.endnote.com) and Reference Manager (www.refman.com). Using plug-ins to word processing
packages, authors only need to select the appropriate journal template when preparing their article and
the list of references and citations to these will be formatted according to the journal style which is
described below.

Reference style
Text: Citations in the text should follow the referencing style used by the American Psychological
Association. You are referred to the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, Sixth
Edition, ISBN 978-1-4338-0561-5, copies of which may be ordered from
books.apa.org/books.cfm?id=4200067 or APA Order Dept., P.O.B. 2710, Hyattsville, MD 20784, USA or
APA, 3 Henrietta Street, London, WC3E 8LU, UK. Details concerning this referencing style
can also be found at linguistics.byu.edu/faculty/henrichsenl/apa/apa01.html.
List: references should be arranged first alphabetically and then further sorted chronologically if
necessary. More than one reference from the same author(s) in the same year must be identified
by the letters "a", "b", "c", etc., placed after the year of publication.
Examples:
Reference to a journal publication:
Van der Geer, J., Hanraads, J. A. J., & Lupton, R. A. (2000). The art of writing a scientific article. Journal
of Scientific Communications, 163, 51–59.
Reference to a book:
Strunk, W., Jr., & White, E. B. (1979). The elements of style. (3rd ed.). New York: Macmillan, (Chapter
4).
Reference to a chapter in an edited book:
Mettam, G. R., & Adams, L. B. (1994). How to prepare an electronic version of your article. In B. S.
Jones, & R. Z. Smith (Eds.), Introduction to the electronic age (pp. 281–304). New York: E-Publishing
Inc.

Journal abbreviations source
Journal names should be abbreviated according to
Index Medicus journal abbreviations: www.nlm.nih.gov/tsd/serials/lji.html;
List of serial title word abbreviations: www.issn.org/2-22661-LTWA-online.php;
CAS (Chemical Abstracts Service): www.cas.org/sent.html.
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Video data
Elsevier accepts video material and animation sequences to support and enhance your scientific
research. Authors who have video or animation files that they wish to submit with their article are
strongly encouraged to include these within the body of the article. This can be done in the same way as
a figure or table by referring to the video or animation content and noting in the body text where it should
be placed. All submitted files should be properly labelled so that they directly relate to the video file's
content. In order to ensure that your video or animation material is directly usable, please provide the
files in one of our recommended file formats with a maximum size of 10 MB. Video and animation files
supplied will be published online in the electronic version of your article in Elsevier Web products,
including Science Direct: www.sciencedirect.com. Please supply 'stills' with your files: you can choose
any frame from the video or animation or make a separate image. These will be used instead of standard
icons and will personalize the link to your video data. For more detailed instructions please visit our video
instruction pages at www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions. Note: since video and animation cannot be
embedded in the print version of the journal, please provide text for both the electronic and the print
version for
the portions of the article that refer to this content.

Supplementary data
Elsevier accepts electronic supplementary material to support and enhance your scientific research.
Supplementary files offer the author additional possibilities to publish supporting applications, highresolution images, background datasets, sound clips and more. Supplementary files supplied will be
published online alongside the electronic version of your article in Elsevier Web products, including
Science Direct: www.sciencedirect.com. In order to ensure that your submitted material is directly
usable, please provide the data in one of our recommended file formats. Authors should submit the
material in electronic format together with the article and supply a concise and descriptive caption for
each file. For more detailed instructions please visit our
pages instruction at www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions/artwork

Submission checklist
It is hoped that this list will be useful during the final checking of an article prior to sending it to the
journal's Editor for review. Please consult this Guide for Authors for further details of any item.

Ensure that the following items are present:
One Author designated as corresponding Author:
E-mail address
Full postal address
Telephone and fax numbers
All necessary files have been uploaded
Keywords
All figure captions
All tables (including title, description, footnotes)
Further considerations
Manuscript has been "spellchecked" and "grammar-checked"
References are in the correct format for this journal
All references mentioned in the Reference list are cited in the text, and vice versa
Permission has been obtained for use of copyrighted material from other sources (including the Web).
Colour figures are clearly marked as being intended for colour reproduction on the Web (free of charge)
and in print or to be reproduced in colour on the Web (free of charge) and in black-and-white in print. If
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only colour on the Web is required, black and white versions of the figures are also supplied for printing
purposes For any further information please visit our customer support site at epsupport.elsevier.com.

Use of the Digital Object Identifier
The Digital Object Identifier (DOI) may be used to cite and link to electronic documents. The DOI
consists of a unique alpha-numeric character string which is assigned to a document by the publisher
upon the initial electronic publication. The assigned DOI never changes. Therefore, it is an ideal medium
for citing a document, particularly 'Articles in press' because they have not yet received their full
bibliographic information. The correct format for citing a DOI is shown as follows (example taken from a
document in the journal Physics Letters B): doi:10.1016/j.physletb.2003.10.071. When you use the DOI
to create URL hyperlinks to documents
on the web, they are guaranteed never to change.

Proofs
One set of page proofs (as PDF files) will be sent by e-mail to the corresponding author (if we do not
have an e-mail address then paper proofs will be sent by post) or, a link will be provided in the e-mail so
that authors can download the files themselves. Elsevier now provides authors with PDF proofs which
can be annotated; for this you will need to download Adobe Reader version 7 (or higher) available free
from www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html. Instructions on how
to annotate PDF files will accompany the proofs (also given online). The exact system
requirements are given at the Adobe site:
www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/acrrsystemreqs.html#70win.
If you do not wish to use the PDF annotations function, you may list the corrections (including replies to
the Query Form) and return them to Elsevier in an e-mail. Please list your corrections quoting line
number. If, for any reason, this is not possible, then mark the corrections and any other comments
(including replies to the Query Form) on a printout of your proof and return by fax, or scan the pages and
e-mail, or by post. Please use this proof only for checking the typesetting, editing, completeness and
correctness of the text, tables and figures. Significant changes to the article as accepted for publication
will only be considered at this stage with permission from the Editor. We will do everything possible to
get your article published quickly and accurately. Therefore, it is important to ensure that all of your
corrections are sent back to us in one communication: please check carefully before replying, as
inclusion of any subsequent corrections cannot be guaranteed. Proofreading is solely your responsibility.
Note that Elsevier may proceed
with the publication of your article if no response is received.

Off-prints
The corresponding author, at no cost, will be provided with a PDF file of the article via e-mail. For an
extra charge, paper off-prints can be ordered via the offprint order form which is sent once the article is
accepted for publication. The PDF file is a watermarked version of the published article and includes a
cover sheet with the journal cover image and a disclaimer outlining the terms and
conditions of use.

Author enquires
For inquiries relating to the submission of articles (including electronic submission where available)
please visit this journal's homepage. You can track accepted articles at www.elsevier.com/trackarticle
and set up e-mail alerts to inform you of when an article's status has changed. Also accessible from here
is information on copyright, frequently asked questions and more. Contact details for questions arising
after acceptance of an article, especially those relating to proofs, will be provided by the publisher.
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Bewys van indiening: Child Development

9828226

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to Child Development.

Manuscript ID: 2011-234
Title:

Effect of different stimulation programmes on motor
development of 3 – 9 month old babies

Scharrighuisen, Marili
Authors: Pienaar, Anita
Kemp, Chanelle
Date Submitted: 05-May-2011
Dear Prof. Pienaar,
Thank you for submitting your manuscript, "Effect of different stimulation programmes on motor
development of 3 - 9 month old babies". Your manuscript ID is 2011-234. Please mention this ID
number in all future correspondence or when calling the office for questions.
You can also view the status of your manuscript at any time by checking your Author Center after
logging in to
http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/childdev .
You should receive notification of the status of your manuscript within approximately 90 days. Please
feel free to follow up with us if you have not heard from us after 90 days.
PLEASE PRINT THIS PAGE FOR YOUR RECORDS.
Thank you for submitting your manuscript to Child Development.

Sincerely,
The CD Editorial Office
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Bewys van indiening: Infant Behavior and Development
Ms. Ref. No.: INFBEH-D-11-00033
Title: The effect of stimulation by primary caregivers on motor development of 3 - 9 month old babies
Infant Behavior and Development
Dear Proffessor Anita Pienaar,
Your submission entitled "The effect of stimulation by primary caregivers on motor development of 3 - 9
month old babies" has been assigned the following manuscript number: INFBEH-D-11-00033.
You may check on the progress of your paper by logging on to the Elsevier Editorial System as an
author. The URL is
http://ees.elsevier.com/infbeh/.
Your username is: anitapienaar
If you need to retrieve password details, please go to:
http://ees.elsevier.com/infbeh/automail_query.asp
Thank you for submitting your work to this journal.
Kind regards,
Geert Savelsbergh, PhD
Receiving Editor
Infant Behavior and Development
For further assistance, please visit our customer support site at http://support.elsevier.com. Here you can
search for solutions on a range of topics, find answers to frequently asked questions and learn more
about EES via interactive tutorials. You will also find our 24/7 support contact details should you need
any further assistance from one of our customer support representatives.
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